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a b s t r a c t
Herein, by using maskless and noncontact femtosecond laser direct writing (FsLDW) form protein aqueous ink, protein-based Y-junction optical micro/nano-splitters (PYOMs) have been readily customized
with environmental-stimulus-actuated light-splitting adjustments for the ﬁrst time to our knowledge.
Bio/eco-compatible protein-based biopolymer successfully acted as the ideal alternative of artiﬁcial
polymers for optical waveguide devices. Based on ﬂexibly programmable “one-step” FsLDW, applicable
shape-symmetric PYOMs were facilely fabricated with tailorable light-power-splitting ratios (from ∼1:1
to ∼3:1 in air). Signiﬁcantly, via environmental responses and sensitivity of protein hydrogels, another
type of “heterogeneous” PYOMs exhibited “smart” dynamic adjustments of light-power-splitting ratios
by simply tuning surrounding chemical stimuli for example of pH value (∼1:1 in air, ∼1.35:1 in pure
water, and 1.48:1–1.85:1 under pH 2.0–6.0), showing their application promise for optical sensing and
environment-signal-actuated tunable micro/nano-optics.
© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Recently, such distinctive and even irreplaceable multimerits (e.g., good eco/bio-compatibility [1–3], degradability and
implantable ability [2], diverse functionalities [1–5], and facile
modiﬁcation [1–5]) do the protein-derived biopolymers have, that
various photonic and optical cutting-edge applications are realized with proteins. They not only overcome limitations of synthetic
polymers on eco/bio-compatibility and multi-functionalization,
but also open great opportunities for novel optical/photonic bioengineering and biosystems with various functions [1,2,4–8].
Especially, the convenient functionalization with detecting probes
[1,7], inherent bio-recognition (e.g., antibody proteins and avidin)
[8], and environmental sensitivities (e.g., pH or ionic strength
responsive swelling and shrinking) of protein hydrogels [2–5] can
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enable various sensing or environment-signal-actuated devices. So
far, protein-based biopolymers and hydrogels have been increasingly utilized to obtain miniaturized optical waveguide devices
for ﬁelds like eco/bio-compatible optical micro/nano-waveguides
[6,7], biosensing [8], and ﬂexible biophotonics [6]. However, in
previous works, protein-based biopolymers were more often used
to fabricate single-waveguide optical micro/nano-devices with
relatively simple geometries and less structure details. More
importantly, the functionalities (particularly novel sensing or actuating functions) were obviously limited by the inﬂexible and
less-detailed device design and micro/nano-fabrication [6–8]. For
instance, Y-junction-based optical micro-splitters/couplers, a fundamental and key integrated photonic device [9,10], were not
reported using protein-derived biopolymers as far as we know.
Whereas micro/nano-waveguide devices (including Y-junctionbased optical micro-splitters/couplers) are more needed in many
situations for not only traditional integrated photonics [9,10],
but also novel utilizations including lab-on-a-chip integrated
sensors [11–13], ultrasensitive Young interferometer biodetection [14], and spatial monitoring in microﬂuidics [15,16]. The
absence of complex-shaped protein-based waveguide micro/nanodevices (e.g., Y-junction elements) might limit the proportion of
biomaterials used, high-level integration, multiplexing, and var-
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ious functionalizations of the emerging protein-based photonic
micro/nano-biosystems, especially, for new-type sensing, tuning
and actuation [2,4].
Herein, commercial bovine serum albumin (BSA) biomacromolecules acted well as “green prepolymers” to build novel
protein-hydrogel-based Y-junction optical micro/nano-splitters
(PYOMs) with distinct features (e.g., facile and ﬂexible customization of light-splitting ratio, environment-stimulus-actuated
light-splitting tuning). The promising femtosecond laser direct
writing (FsLDW) approach was applied to readily realize noncontact and maskless fabrication of PYOMs from BSA aqueous ink
[2,4,5,8]. As a kind of Fs-laser-aided three-dimensional (3D) printing approach, versatile FsLDW owns 3D nano-resolution and high
controllability [17–19,20]. So excellent morphology quality (∼5nm average roughness, Ra, [2]) was ensured along with arbitrarily
designed device-geometries of PYOMs, and consequently, applicable prototyping performances of light guiding and splitting were
successfully achieved. Signiﬁcantly, a “semi-transparent mirror”
could be facilely integrated at the fork region of a PYOM via localized crosslinking-degree “heterogenization” during programmable
one-step FsLDW. Hence, the light-intensity splitting ratios in air of
shape-symmetric PYOMs could be readily tailored. More interestingly, another “heterogeneous” PYOM was ingeniously designed
and delicately FsLDW-customized to have light-power-splitting
ratios with environment-actuated “smart” adjustment, namely,
pH-responsive tuning capability, which could also be used for sensing applications and has not been reported so far to our knowledge
[10,21,22].
2. Experiments
During FsLDW, two-photon-absorption crosslinking of BSA
biomacromolecules occurred under irradiation of the focused laser
beam (Fs-laser: 800-nm central wavelength, 80-MHz repetition
rate, 120-fs pulse width. Oil-immersed objective lens (OL): 60×;
numerical aperture, 1.35) with the help of photosensitizer methylene blue (MB) [2]. By computer-controlled 3D scanning of the
laser focal spot, freely designed PYOMs were FsLDW-customized
facilely on MgF2 slices from BSA aqueous ink (BSA, 500 mg/mL;
MB, 0.6 mg/mL) after water-rinsing development. The refractive
index (RI) of MgF2 substrate (1.39) is lower than that of FsLDWprepared protein micro/nano-hydrogels (∼1.55 in air and ∼1.45 in
water [2,4]). So, all the PYOMs in this work were fabricated on MgF2
substrates to cause total reﬂection and light propagation along
protein-based waveguide devices [8,9]. Optimal FsLDW-processing
parameters were applied in comprehensive consideration of fabrication quality and elapsed time (laser power measured before OL,
∼20 mW; scanning step, 100 nm; exposure time on single point,
1000 s). Furthe more, the self-built FsLDW system was equipped
with an output feedback system and proper enclosure in the lab
(local temperature, 22+/−0.2 ◦ C; relative humidity, ∼20%). As a
result, the FsLDW system was maintained stable enough to guarantee high reproducibility and “self-smoothing”-induced excellent
morphology of PYOMs (average roughness (Ra), as low as ∼5 nm)
[2].
3. Results and discussion
As shown in Fig. 1, ﬁne PYOMs displayed various devicegeometries for prototyping demonstration via characterizations
with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force
microscopy (AFM). In Fig. 1, branch number, 1 × 2 or 1 × 4; line
widths, ∼500 nm (samples 3 of Fig. 1(a)–(c)), ∼1 m (samples 1
and 2 of Fig. 1(a) and (b)), and ∼2 m (samples 1 and 2 of Fig. 1(c));
samples 1, ∼57.1◦ opening angles, 30-m radius of curvature of

arc parts; samples 2 and 3, ∼33.6◦ opening angles, 50-m radius
of curvature. Thus, as the premises of the practical applications
(light guiding and splitting), two factors were well implemented
including highly designable device-geometries and reproducible
high-quality morphology of FsLDW-fabricated PYOMs.
Satisfactory prototyping performances of light guiding and splitting could be successfully obtained as proved by optical microscopy
(OM) images in Fig. 2. According to our previous work [8], as-formed
protein-based waveguide micro/nano-devices have transmission
windows of around ∼530 nm and ∼680 nm. At the present stage,
we use both green and red light just for function demonstration
and prototyping tests, which is more convenient for operation
and observation. For further detailed improvements, more common near-infrared or infrared light can be mainly used to reduce
photo-thermal effects and to facilitate practical applications of
these protein-based optical waveguide micro/nano-devices. Here,
532-nm light from a semiconductor laser was used for visually
demonstrating optical performances of 1 × 4 PYOMs with 2-m
line width [Fig. 2(a)]. Considering the convenient and ﬂexible integration of ﬁne functional secondary structures in Y crotches during
one-step FsLDW, micro-scale waveguide width (2 m here) was
adopted for prototype demonstration. With a silica ﬁber nanotaper, 532-nm incident light was launched into the PYOMs by
evanescent ﬁeld coupling [8,9]. And the emergent light at the output ends could be captured and analyzed with a CCD camera or a
spectrum detector [Fig. 2(b)]. Output light from ends of PYOMs was
showed in dark-ﬁeld OM images of Fig. 2(c). Fig. 2c-1 corresponds
to the PYOM in Fig. 2a-1 and b-1 (∼57.1◦ opening angles and 30m radius of curvature of arc parts); Fig. 2c-2 is for the PYOM in
Fig. 2a-2 and b-2 (∼33.6◦ opening angles and 50-m radius of curvature). Obviously, light loss of the PYOM in Fig. 2a-2 and b-2 was
smaller than that of the PYOM in Fig. 2a-1 and b-1. It might be
caused by lower transmission loss at arc parts and splitting loss at
Y-parts, respectively owing to smaller radian and opening angle.
Although coupling efﬁciency might be relatively low because of
easy evanescent ﬁeld coupling method, applicable light guiding
and splitting were proved experimentally for prototyping PYOMs
on MgF2 substrates [8,9]. Actually, as an approach to fabricate and
position devices in one step [23], protein devices can be directly
FsLDW-fabricated onto ﬁxed ﬁber nano-tapers in a conformal way
for improving the coupling efﬁciency.
Importantly, as designed in Fig. 3(a), the contraption of
micro/nano-scale structure details of Y-branch parts could be satisfactorily implemented for tailoring light-power-splitting ratios of
PYOMs. For a “homogeneous” shape-symmetric PYOM (Fig. 3a-1,
b-1, c-1), FsLDW parameters for the whole device were 100-nm
scanning step, ∼20-mW laser power measured before OL, and
1000-s exposure time on single point. For a “heterogeneous” but
shape-symmetric PYOM in Fig. 3a-2, b-2, c-2, the input microwaveguide and one branch (cyan part in Fig. 3a-2, up branch
in Fig. 3b-2, c-2) were FsLDW-fabricated as a whole “S”-style
microwaveguide with 100-nm scanning step. And 70-nm scanning step was used for the other branch (red part in Fig. 3a-2,
below branch in Fig. 3b-2, c-2). Meanwhile, other FsLDW parameters kept the same as those applied above. Then, PYOMs were
obtained fully as designed and shown in Fig. 3(b) (device geometry: branch number, 1 × 2; line width, ∼2 m; opening angle,
∼33.6◦ ; radius of curvature, 50 m). According to previous work
[2–4], smaller FsLDW scanning step should result in higher protein
crosslinking degree and then higher RI of FsLDW-fabricated protein
hydrogel. Thus, localized “heterogenization” of protein crosslinking degree and RI were achieved for the PYOM in Fig. 3b-2 and c-2
during high-controllable one-step FsLDW with nano-resolution [3].
In consequence, an “interface” structure was obliquely placed and
readily integrated in the Y-branch part [Fig. 3b-2]. It functioned
like a “half-transparent/half-reﬂecting mirror” to tailor the light-
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Fig 1. (a) SEM images of 1 × 2 PYOMs; scale bars, 10 m. Insets, enlarged-view SEM images; scale bars, 1 m. (b) 1–3, AFM graphs of 1 × 2 PYOMs in (a); scale bars, 10 m.
4–6, Cross-section proﬁles corresponding to 1–3. (c) SEM images of 1 × 4 PYOMs; scale bars, 10 m.

Fig. 2. (a) OM images of 1 × 4 PYOMs; scale bars, 10 m. (b) Dark-ﬁeld OM images of 1 × 4 PYOMs in (a) coupled with 532-nm light; scale bars, 10 m. Insets, corresponding
OM images of 1 × 4 PYOMs coupled with silica ﬁber nano-tapers; scale bars, 10 m. (c) Dark-ﬁeld OM images of output ends of 1 × 4 PYOMs in (b); scale bars, 10 m.
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Fig. 3. (a) Schematic diagrams of 1 × 2 “homogeneous” (1) and “heterogeneous” (2) PYOMs. (b) OM images of 1 × 2 “homogeneous” (1) and “heterogeneous” (2) PYOMs; scale
bars, 10 m. Insets, enlarged-view OM images of Y-branch parts; scale bars, 10 m. (c) OM images of 1 × 2 “homogeneous” (1) and “heterogeneous” (2) PYOMs in (b) coupled
with 532-nm light; scale bars, 10 m. Insets, enlarged-view dark-ﬁeld OM images of output ends of 1 × 2 PYOMs; scale bars, 10 m. (For interpretation of the references to
color in the text, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

power-splitting ratio. Further, the light-power-splitting ratio might
be changed ﬂexibly as needed by adjusting placing angle, integrated position, and RI difference of the “mirror”-like “interface”
structure. In addition, the local gray values of output light in darkﬁeld-OM images were accumulated as the index of output intensity
for estimating light-intensity-splitting ratios [8,9]. So, in Fig. 3(c),
the light-intensity-splitting ratios in air of shape-symmetric PYOMs
could be facilely customized from ∼1:1 (“homogeneous” PYOMs) to
∼3:1 (“heterogeneous” PYOMs) or larger via nano-resolution and
high-controllable one-step FsLDW.
Furthermore, another type of “heterogeneous” PYOMs were
designed with the same device geometry as that of Fig. 3a-1,
but different exquisite collocation of protein FsLDW-crosslinking
degree [see Fig. 4(a)]. In Fig. 4(a), the protein-FsLDW scanning
steps were 70 nm for the red branch, and 100 nm for the input
waveguide (cyan) and the other branch (blue). Noticeably, the
connecting interfaces between the input waveguide (cyan part)
and braches (red and blue parts) of the PYOM were symmetrically positioned vertically to the light-propagating direction.
So, as prototyping demonstration in Fig. 4b-1, c, and d for this
design, the 532-nm input light was symmetrically split (∼1:1
light-power-splitting ratio) by the PYOM in air without asymmetrically swelling. More signiﬁcantly, the as-designed PYOM
was endowed with ingenious environment-responsive “smart”tuning capacity of the light-intensity-splitting ratio in aqueous
environments. Owing to the instinct features proved previously
[2–4], FsLDW-formed protein-based micro/nano-hydrogels could
equilibrium swell to different extents corresponding to varying
surrounding signals, for example, pH values. For this equilibrium
swelling, the geometries (mainly the line width) and especially the
RIs of the PYOM might be stimulated to change during pH variation [2,4] [see Fig. 4(b)]. Consequently, the light-power-splitting

ratio could be tuned dynamically and environment-responsively
(so-called “smart”) as shown in Fig. 4(d) (∼1:1 in air, ∼1.35:1 in
pure water, and ∼1.48:1 to ∼1.85:1 under pH 2.0–6.0).
In Fig. 5(a) and (b), indicated by Rsoft simulations (Beam
propagation method) for a “homogeneous” PYOM as designed
in Fig. 3a-1, more light might be leaked out from junction and
especially blending parts of the equilibrium-swollen PYOM in
pure water than that in air (Fig. 5(a) in air: protein hydrogel
RI, 1.55, surrounding RI, 1.0; Fig. 5(b) in pure water: protein
hydrogel RI, 1.45, surrounding RI, 1.33) [2,4]. The reason might
be that equilibrium swelling decreased RI of protein hydrogel
and then the difference of RIs of the PYOM and surroundings
as observed in our previous work [2,4]. So, for more obviously
exhibiting environment-stimulus-actuated light-splitting adjustments, we designed PYOM devices here with ∼33.6◦ opening
angle (relatively large for optical splitters) and 50-m waveguide
radius of curvature (relatively small for light propagation) for properly obvious and tunable light leak. Similar mechanisms probably
functioned during pH-tuning processes in Fig. 4(c) and (d). Less
densely crosslinked branch 2 (blue branch in Fig. 4(a) and lower
branch in Fig. 4(b) and (c)) swelled more obviously at ﬁrst when
operation environments changed from air to pure water (pH 7.0)
and then to pH 6.0. More decreased RI of branch 2 resulted into
higher light loss than branch 1. While the equilibrium swelling of
branch 2 approached to limitation with slowdown changes along
with further pH decrease (6.0–2.0), the other branch (branch 1 in
Fig. 4(c)) with higher crosslinking density swelled to extent comparative with branch 2. So, the light-power-splitting ratio started
to fall back from ∼1.85:1 (pH 6.0) to ∼1.48:1 (pH 2.0). Compared
with other tunable Y-junction-based optical power microsplitters (e.g., ﬁber-couple-length tuning [22], “Mach-Zehnder” method
[22], micro-electro-mechanics [21], acousto/electro/thermo-optic
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Fig. 4. (a) Schematic diagram of another tpye of the 1 × 2 “heterogeneous” PYOM. (b) OM images of the 1 × 2 the PYOM in air (1) and under pH 2.0 (2); scale bars, 10 m.
(c) OM images of output light from the 1 × 2 the PYOM in (b) coupled with 532-nm light in different environments; scale bars, 10 m. (d) Light-intensity-splitting ratios
(output1/output2) of the PYOM in (b) in different environments. (For interpretation of the references to color in the text, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

Fig. 5. (a) Rsoft simulation of a “homogeneous” PYOM in air with 532-nm incident light. (b) Rsoft simulation of a “homogeneous” PYOM equilibrium swollen in water with
532-nm incident light.

deﬂections [22]), this bio/eco-compatible PYOM possesses brandnew-style chemical-stimulus-responsive “smart” tuning, and ﬁne
“conﬁgurability” via easy fabrication and structural alteration.
Additionally, we tested the relevant properties of the protein
gel under different temperatures, especially the optical properties
like the refractive index of the protein gel (see the Supplementary
information Fig. S1). The refractive index of the protein gel gets
lower when the temperature increases, which is quite similar to
some artiﬁcial polymers (e.g., polymethyl methacrylate, PMMA) as
reported in others’ work [24–26]. But here, we applied relatively
low-energy input light, and operated our protein devices in aqueous environments in many cases which should be helpful for heat
dissipation. So, the light propagating in the protein waveguides
may not produce temperature increase large enough for obviously
changing devices’ performances. Meanwhile, as proved in our previous work, chemical surrounding signals like pH value should
induce much larger change of protein devices than that caused
by possible temperature variation (let alone that there may be no
obvious temperature changes) [2,4,5]. In a word, the photo-thermal
inﬂuence on the properties of protein gel and optical devices is so

minor (especially compared with chemical signals) that it may be
ignored in this work at the present stage. On the other hand, the
red and infrared light with probable lower absorption also applies
to these protein-based optical waveguide micro/nano-devices [8],
which may help for reducing any possible photo-thermal effects in
our work.

4. Conclusions
In summary, a distinct FsLDW-based route was demonstrated to
achieve novel prototyping PYOMs. Good bio/eco-biocompatibility
might be realized with proteins (BSA) as natural-product bioalternatives of artiﬁcial polymers. The arbitrary FsLDW fabrication
and nano-resolution hyperﬁne structures were valuable for adaptability and diversity of practical applications. Then, owing to
high-quality device geometries and surface morphology, applicable
optical performances (light propagating and splitting) were guaranteed for the PYOMs. More interestingly and signiﬁcantly, highly
tailorable (∼1:1 to ∼3:1) and further “smart” dynamically tunable light-power splitting (∼1:1 in air, ∼1.35:1 in pure water, and
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about 1.85:1–1.48:1 under pH 6.0–2.0) were successfully implemented respectively for specially designed PYOMs via contraptions
simply based on ﬂexible manipulations of crosslinking density
of protein micro/nano-hydrogels. By comprehensively combining
above-mentioned features, PYOMs in this work hold great promise
for frontier areas such as optical sensing, integrated optoﬂuidics
and biophotonics, and novel tunable micro/nano-photonics actuated by environmental signals.
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